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Bitcoin mining 101: How to build a cryptomining rig
Interested in building a system for mining cryptocurrency? Here's all the hardware
you need and what you need to know to get started.

By Adrian Kingsley-Hughes for Hardware 2.0 | February 24, 2021 -- 20:30 GMT (12:30 PST) | Topic: Hardware

Motherboard (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ﬁj&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-131206-b250-miningexpert%2Fp%2FN82E16813119028&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

Asus B250 Mining Expert (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285iei&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-131206-b250-miningexpert%2Fp%2FN82E16813119028&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

(https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285fbe&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-131206-b250-miningexpert%2Fp%2FN82E16813119028&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

$450 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285FFA&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FASUS-131206-B250-MININGEXPERT%2FP%2FN82E16813119028&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

CPU (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285bic&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fintel-core-i5-6th-gen-core-i56500%2Fp%2FN82E16819117563&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

Intel Core i5-6500 (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285cbj&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fintel-core-i5-6th-gen-core-i56500%2Fp%2FN82E16819117563&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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$125 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285FCC&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FINTEL-CORE-I5-6TH-GEN-CORE-I56500%2FP%2FN82E16819117563&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

RAM (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ghf&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fg-skill-16gb-288-pin-ddr4sdram%2Fp%2FN82E16820232251&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

G.SKILL Aegis 16GB (2 x 8GB) (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285afa&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fg-skill-16gb-288-pin-ddr4sdram%2Fp%2FN82E16820232251&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

(https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285efa&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fg-skill-16gb-288-pin-ddr4sdram%2Fp%2FN82E16820232251&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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Storage (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ced&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsandisk-ssd-plus1tb%2Fp%2FN82E16820173317&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

SanDisk SSD Plus 1TB (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ggj&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsandisk-ssd-plus-1tb%2Fp%2FN82E16820173317&fobs=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

(https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285dbc&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsandisk-ssd-plus1tb%2Fp%2FN82E16820173317&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

$95 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285JHA&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FSANDISK-SSD-PLUS1TB%2FP%2FN82E16820173317&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

PSU (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285efe&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsegotep-gp-series-750w-fully-modular850w%2Fp%2F1HU-00Z0-00015&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

Segotep 850W Full-Modular PSU (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ehd&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsegotep-gp-series-750w-fully-modular850w%2Fp%2F1HU-00Z0-00015&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

(https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ghd&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsegotep-gp-series-750w-fullymodular-850w%2Fp%2F1HU-00Z0-00015&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

$100 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285ABA&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FSEGOTEP-GP-SERIES-750W-FULLY-MODULAR850W%2FP%2F1HU-00Z0-00015&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

PCI-e Riser (https://assoc-redirect.amazon.com/g/r/https://www.amazon.com/FebSmart-Bitcoin-Litecoin-ETHVER006C-Cable-GPU-Adapter-Ethereum/dp/B07GJNMLYM?tag=zd-buy-button20&ascsubtag=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7Ca9c645c6-5cca-49c0-96f3-8da2b5c669dd%7Cdtp)
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to 1x Powered Riser 6-pack (https://assoc-redirect.amazon.com/g/r/https://www.amazon.com/FebSmart-BitcoinLitecoin-ETH-VER006C-Cable-GPU-Adapter-Ethereum/dp/B07GJNMLYM?tag=zd-buy-button-
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20&ascsubtag=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7Ca9c645c6-5cca-49c0-96f3-8da2b5c669dd%7Cdtp)

(https://assoc-redirect.amazon.com/g/r/https://www.amazon.com/FebSmart-Bitcoin-Litecoin-ETH-VER006CCable-GPU-Adapter-Ethereum/dp/B07GJNMLYM?tag=zd-buy-button20&ascsubtag=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7Ca9c645c6-5cca-49c0-96f3-8da2b5c669dd%7Cdtp)

$60 AT AMAZON (HTTPS://ASSOC-REDIRECT.AMAZON.COM/G/R/HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.COM/FEBSMART-BITCOIN-LITECOINETH-VER006C-CABLE-GPU-ADAPTER-ETHEREUM/DP/B07GJNMLYM?TAG=ZD-BUY-BUTTON20&ASCSUBTAG=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7CA9C645C6-5CCA-49C0-96F3-8DA2B5C669DD%7CDTP)

Nvidia graphics card (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp|xid:fr1620998733285chf&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-geforce-rtx3060-ti-tuf-rtx3060ti-o8g-gaming%2Fp%2FN82E16814126471&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

ASUS TUF Gaming GeForce RTX 3060 Ti (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-geforce-rtx-3060-ti-tuf-rtx3060ti-o8ggaming%2Fp%2FN82E16814126471&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

(https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-geforce-rtx-3060-ti-tuf-rtx3060ti-o8ggaming%2Fp%2FN82E16814126471&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

$540 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FASUS-GEFORCE-RTX-3060-TI-TUF-RTX3060TI-O8GGAMING%2FP%2FN82E16814126471&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

AMD graphics card (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp|xid:fr1620998733285hjj&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fpowercolor-radeonrx-5700-xt-axrx-5700xt-8gbd6-3dhe-oc%2Fp%2FN82E16814131752&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

PowerColor RED DEVIL Radeon RX 5700 XT (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fpowercolor-radeon-rx-5700-xt-axrx-5700xt-8gbd6-3dheoc%2Fp%2FN82E16814131752&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

(https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fpowercolor-radeon-rx-5700-xt-axrx-5700xt-8gbd6-3dheoc%2Fp%2FN82E16814131752&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

$1,090 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-

__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FPOWERCOLOR-RADEON-RX-5700-XT-AXRX-5700XT8GBD6-3DHE-OC%2FP%2FN82E16814131752&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

Cryptocurrency has been -- and continues to be -- a wild ride.
I'm old enough to remember being given a couple of bitcoins when they were worth next
to nothing. Needless to say, I don't have them anymore. Now, with bitcoin and other
cryptocurrency prices skyrocketing again, there's renewed interest in cryptomining, which
is a way to accumulate cryptocurrency without having to pay for it.
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Cryptocurrency 101: What every business needs to know (https://www.zdnet.com/article/cryptocurrency-101what-every-business-needs-to-know/)

There’s promise and peril in the still-evolving world of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ether.
Read More (https://www.zdnet.com/article/cryptocurrency-101-what-every-business-needs-to-know/)

Let's take a look at what makes a good cryptomining rig, and what hardware it takes if you
want to be serious about mining.

What is cryptomining?
In the most basic terms, you are using a computer (or computers) to solve cryptographic
equations and record that data to a blockchain. Taking this a bit deeper, miners verify the
hashes of unconﬁrmed blocks and receive a reward for every hash that is veriﬁed. The
process is computationally intensive, requiring state-of-the-art hardware if you are planning
on making much headway with mining. Mining, as it was back in the days of the gold rush,
is not for the faint of heart.
And as with all high-end systems, it's less a case of how much do you want to spend, and
more a case of how fast do you want to spend. So, what hardware do you need to mine
cryptocurrency?

What is a cryptomining rig?
OK, the "rig" is essentially a customized PC. It has all the common elements of a PC: CPU,
motherboard, RAM, and storage. Where things deviate from the norm is when it comes to
the graphics cards. It's the GPU that's doing that hard work when it comes to mining
cryptocurrency, and not the CPU. You're going to need quite a powerful GPU for mining,
and likely you are going to be buying more than one. A lot more.
In fact, you can think of a mining rig as a relatively cheap PC with one or more highperformance GPUs attached. You need to connect multiple graphics cards to a single
system, which means you also need a motherboard to handle that. You'll also be looking at
more than one power supply unit (PSU) if you're planning to push things to the extremes.
Manage Cookies
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There are also some other mining-speciﬁc items you'll need to make the mining rig ready
for mining.

MINING RIG CONSIDERATIONS
Here are a few considerations to bear in mind when building a mining rig:
It's not going to be cheap!
You need to factor power consumption in your mining equation because that can eat into your
earnings.
You're not building a regular PC, and getting everything to work can become a game of trial and
error and a lot of ﬁddling with drivers. Be patient!

Motherboard (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285dbc&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-131206b250-mining-expert%2Fp%2FN82E16813119028&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

Asus B250 Mining Expert (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp|xid:fr1620998733285fej&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-131206b250-mining-expert%2Fp%2FN82E16813119028&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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OK, let's start with the motherboard. The Asus B250 Mining Expert is a beast of a motherboard,
capable of having 19 graphics cards connected to it. That's a lot. The board isn't new -- it was released
in 2017 -- and it is ﬁnickity when it comes to setting up (it needs a speciﬁc layout of AMD and Nvidia
graphics cards (https://www.asus.com/support/FAQ/1034921)),
Asus has published recommend GPU layouts for 19-, 13-, and 11-card for this board, and while other
layouts might work, I recommend staying with what the manufacturer suggests, as veering away from
this is a recipe for a serious -- not to mention expensive -- headaches.
Note: Asus recommends running Windows 10 with this motherboard.

$450 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285EAB&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FASUS-131206-B250-MININGEXPERT%2FP%2FN82E16813119028&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

CPU (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285bbj&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fintel-core-i56th-gen-core-i5-6500%2Fp%2FN82E16819117563&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

Intel Core i5-6500 (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp|xid:fr1620998733285jef&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fintel-core-i56th-gen-core-i5-6500%2Fp%2FN82E16819117563&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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There's no real point in overspending on a CPU for a mining rig since it's the GPU's that are doing the
hard work. This quad-core Core i5 is perfect for this setup and works great with the motherboard
chosen above.

$125 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285FCA&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FINTEL-CORE-I5-6TH-GEN-CORE-I56500%2FP%2FN82E16819117563&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

RAM (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285cca&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fg-skill-16gb288-pin-ddr4-sdram%2Fp%2FN82E16820232251&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

G.SKILL Aegis 16GB (2 x 8GB) (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285gib&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fg-skill-16gb-288-pin-ddr4sdram%2Fp%2FN82E16820232251&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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You're not going to overspend on RAM either. The motherboard supports DDR4 2400, and this 2x8GB
kit from G.SKILL ﬁts the bill.

$65 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285CGJ&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FG-SKILL-16GB-288-PIN-DDR4SDRAM%2FP%2FN82E16820232251&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

Storage (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285eec&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsandisk-ssdplus-1tb%2Fp%2FN82E16820173317&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

SanDisk SSD Plus 1TB (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp|xid:fr1620998733285eja&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsandisk-ssdplus-1tb%2Fp%2FN82E16820173317&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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I'd install a couple of these 1TB SSDs. At under $100 each, they're perfect for this kind of application.
You could go with HDDs, but I prefer going with SSDs nowadays.

$95 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285BHA&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FSANDISK-SSD-PLUS-1TB%2FP%2FN82E16820173317&FOBS=ZD__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

PSU (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285fed&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsegotep-gpseries-750w-fully-modular-850w%2Fp%2F1HU-00Z0-00015&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp)

Segotep 850W Full-Modular PSU (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285fdg&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fsegotep-gp-series-750w-fullymodular-850w%2Fp%2F1HU-00Z0-00015&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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Depending on how many graphics cards you have installed, you may need multiple PSUs. It's tempting
to ﬁnd the cheapest possible, but since they are going to be pushed hard, I recommend paying a little
more.
These Segotep PSUs are middle-of-the-road good value, yet they offer reliable performance. The
modular nature also means that you're not turning the mining rig into a spaghetti of wires.

$100 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285ADG&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FSEGOTEP-GP-SERIES-750W-FULLY-MODULAR-850W%2FP%2F1HU00Z0-00015&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

PCI-e Riser (https://assoc-redirect.amazon.com/g/r/https://www.amazon.com/FebSmartBitcoin-Litecoin-ETH-VER006C-Cable-GPU-Adapter-Ethereum/dp/B07GJNMLYM?tag=zdbuy-button-20&ascsubtag=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7Ca9c645c6-5cca-49c0-96f38da2b5c669dd%7Cdtp)

FebSmart 16x to 1x Powered Riser 6-pack (https://assocredirect.amazon.com/g/r/https://www.amazon.com/FebSmart-Bitcoin-Litecoin-ETH-VER006C-Cable-GPUAdapter-Ethereum/dp/B07GJNMLYM?tag=zd-buy-button-20&ascsubtag=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7Ca9c645c65cca-49c0-96f3-8da2b5c669dd%7Cdtp)
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Even if you've built a PC in the past, I bet you've not had to ﬁt in PCI-E risers. This is where a bitcoin
mining rig differs from a regular PC in that you can't have all the graphics cards directly attached to the
motherboard, so these risers allow you to connect them indirectly.
You're going to need one of these for every card you connect (other than the card that goes into the
x16 PCI-e slot). This six-pack of powered risers are great and provide stable power to your graphics
cards.
I do not recommend using non-powered risers. I've had nothing but problems with stability using them
in the past in cryptomining rigs, so don't make the same mistake I made!

$60 AT AMAZON (HTTPS://ASSOC-REDIRECT.AMAZON.COM/G/R/HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.COM/FEBSMART-BITCOIN-LITECOIN-ETH-VER006C-CABLEGPU-ADAPTER-ETHEREUM/DP/B07GJNMLYM?TAG=ZD-BUY-BUTTON-20&ASCSUBTAG=__COM_CLICK_ID__%7CA9C645C6-5CCA-49C0-96F38DA2B5C669DD%7CDTP)

Nvidia graphics card (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285dfa&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-geforcertx-3060-ti-tuf-rtx3060ti-o8g-gaming%2Fp%2FN82E16814126471&fobs=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

ASUS TUF Gaming GeForce RTX 3060 Ti (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ajh&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fasus-geforce-rtx-3060-ti-tufrtx3060ti-o8g-gaming%2Fp%2FN82E16814126471&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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This is a great card and everything you're looking for in a mining rig. Loads of potential for
overclocking, stable, and great cooling. Another nice side beneﬁt is that it's quite an eﬃcient card,
which means lower power consumption and reduced mining costs.
The only downside is the price, which gets exponentially more painful when you add more cards.

$540 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285FCF&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FASUS-GEFORCE-RTX-3060-TI-TUF-RTX3060TI-O8GGAMING%2FP%2FN82E16814126471&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)

AMD graphics card (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285bjj&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fpowercolorradeon-rx-5700-xt-axrx-5700xt-8gbd6-3dhe-oc%2Fp%2FN82E16814131752&fobs=zd__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)

PowerColor RED DEVIL Radeon RX 5700 XT (https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?
id=IokOf8qagZo&mid=44583&u1=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__dtp|xid:fr1620998733285ghc&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newegg.com%2Fpowercolor-radeon-rx-5700-xtManage Cookies
axrx-5700xt-8gbd6-3dhe-oc%2Fp%2FN82E16814131752&fobs=zd-__COM_CLICK_ID__-dtp)
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Another example of you get what you pay for: A high-performance graphics card that offers power,
performance, and a nice level of eﬃciency. Again, the price is eye-watering, which really is the biggest
downside.

$1,090 AT NEWEGG (HTTPS://CLICK.LINKSYNERGY.COM/DEEPLINK?ID=IOKOF8QAGZO&MID=44583&U1=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__DTP|XID:FR1620998733285JDF&MURL=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FWWW.NEWEGG.COM%2FPOWERCOLOR-RADEON-RX-5700-XT-AXRX-5700XT-8GBD6-3DHEOC%2FP%2FN82E16814131752&FOBS=ZD-__COM_CLICK_ID__-DTP)
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